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• Data from the MMO FINAL FANTASY XIV ARRIVED
Originally released in Japan in 2011 on the
PlayStation®3 computer entertainment system, FINAL
FANTASY® XIV was also released in the Americas and
Europe in 2013, and has since seen much success in
the form of creating a global community. In addition to
featuring a comprehensive skill system, making use of
a dynamically-changing battlefield, and allowing
players to control a guild party, the game features
intense online adventure where no matter what your
gender or class, you can become a powerful character,
living a life full of excitement and adventure. • Popular
and friendly characters from the Final Fantasy brand
returned In FINAL FANTASY XIV, the main character is
a male adventurer named Gilgamesh, and many
characters from the Final Fantasy series appear in the
game as side characters. In addition to being able to
select one of seven races (Human, Elf, Dwarf, Dark Elf,
Demon, Titan, Phoenix), you can freely choose one of
four character classes: Warrior, Mage, Ninja, and Thief.
Furthermore, a total of six different character classes
are available, allowing you to freely combine them in
order to explore the world and battle against
monsters. • An Achievable World in a Variety of Acts
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and Locations FINAL FANTASY XIV is set in the world of
Tatarus, a pre-industrial fantasy world where the
player can freely choose the background. In addition
to being able to freely choose the class you wish to
play as, you can freely choose whether you want to
fight on the battlefield or to engage in civilized
businesses. In addition to being able to freely select
any act as long as there is an available location
nearby, you can freely select a location to visit and
move freely while playing. ◆ VAST WORLD Visit a vast
world that is beautifully designed in 3-D. Through
beautiful graphics, full of large-scale and carefully-
designed environments, you can enjoy a story rich
with emotion and excitement. ◆ VAST DUNGEON
Choose between an open field with a variety of
locations or a huge dungeon with three-dimensional
designs and well-constructed rooms. ◆ VARIED ACTION
Action based on the controls of each platform, each of
which have a different strength and weaknesses. ◆
REVOLUTIONARY PLAY Revolutionary action gameplay
that allows you to freely explore various areas without
restriction. ◆ REAL-TIME SPECIAL
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Elden Ring Features Key:
 Armor and Sword Style: Create a personal and different style of character using the powerful
armor and weapons at your disposal.

 Armor: Gather resources to customize and equip armor. Use the equipment and skills
acquired through battle to boost armor's stats.
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 Weapon Style: Evolve your weapon.
 Rearmost Weapon Styling: Manipulate rearmost elements of the weapon
that will give you access to a new element and new attacks and skills.

 Finalist Weapon Styling: Perform a series of actions to execute a
critical attacking method with tremendous fury.

 Element Style: Evolve your armor and sword.
 Element Styling: Manually acquire elements from
other characters in battles, and restore them to your
own. Elements are completely maintained over
multiplayer battles.

 Element rank: Attack skill ranking for
elements that determine the quality of attacks.

 Element rank Maximum: Maximum
skill rank for elements in use.

 Element rank Restored:
Maximum skill rank for elements
that have not been used.

 Elements available
for each rank: Number
of elements available per
rank.

 Number of
Elements
available: Total
available
elements.

 Element
Ratio:
Element
share.
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